UChicago-Taiwan student exchange in Sciences (UCTS) online meeting

Are you interested in summer research at the Univ. of Chicago?

Do you have questions about applying for the UCTS fellowship?

How should I find a PI at Univ. of Chicago to host me?

Join our meeting

(Chicago) 12/18 Monday 8:00 – 9:00 am
(Taiwan) 12/18 Monday 10:00 – 11:00 pm

Agenda

Chicago    Taiwan
8:00 am   10:00 pm        Welcome by Cheng Chin
8:05 am   10:05 pm        Introduction
                        - Students
                        - Professors
                        - UChicago Representatives
8:35 am   10:35 pm        Questions and Answers

Zoom link

Passcode: 101323
UChicago Participants

Research at Univ. of Chicago

- Dr. Young-Kee Kim (High energy physics)
- Dr. Cheng Chin (Quantum physics)
- Dr. Hsiao-wen Chen (Astronomy)
- Dr. Chihway Chang (Astronomy)
- Dr. Andrew Higginbotham (Condensed matter and quantum science)

UChicago program organizers

- Eimi Satoh (Global Office)
- Sean Buchanan (PSD Dean Office)
- Laura Rigazzi (Dean of Students)

Research and Student life

- Hsiang-Yu Tsai (Taiwan Student Association)
- Former exchange student
- Allen Chiu (Phys Grad at Harvard)